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The world's biggest indoor anificial ski-slope wa erected in Olympia, London, for the 5th
Daily Mail Imemational Ski Show, 1977. As embled from SGB meta.l frameworks with ski
maning on a plywood deck, the undulating slope which descended from 45ft to ground level,
was over 8000ft' in area.

100 The Ski Slope at Olympia (Photo: SCB)

Science Notes
Peter 5lUbbs

1977

Electrics
La t autumn. at a meeting of the American Geophysical Union in San Franci co, scientists
finally linked together lightning flashes and the showers of energetic panicle rhat ca cade
perpetually on IQ th Earth's urface, co mic ray. As yet the fundamental problem of cloud
electrification remains a mystery. There are a number of theories as IQ how elenrical charge
becomes eparated into negative and positive components, and others as IQ how the positive
charge get carried upwards and the negative charge downwards. but none i wholly satisfac
tOry. A further problem i how a thunder-cloud generate enough electrical potential to
initiate a thunderbolt. It now appear that cosmic rays can take care of that problem. High
energy panicles from space, triking the top of the Eanh' atmosphere, cause frequent
osmic-ray showers of econdary panicle. As these pass through the atmosphere they ionize

the oxygen and nitrogen atoms, releasing fun her electron to accumulate at the cloud
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base--and increasing the electrical potential. The ionized path also leaves a more highly
conducting track along which the lightning discharge-the initial step leader-travels. This
track is typically a stepwise path with zigs and zags some 50m long. The step leader is followed
by a series of powerful return strokes, the majn part of the flash. The team from Johns
Hopbns University which established the link say that the rate of discharges in an electrical
storm matches the rate at which sufficiently strong cosmic-ray showers occur. Without cosmic
rays, they believe, there would be no lightning.

Last year space research revealed a new type of lightning-the superbolt. Measurements
with the four Vela satellites showed that these discharges-occurring from high altitudes to
the ground-had as much as 1000 times the energy of average lightning flashes. They have
peak powers of'10" watts and radiated up to 109 joules of energy. They seem to differ from
typical thunderbolts in that they represent discharges from the positively charged cloud tops
rather than from the negatively charged cloud bottoms. They show a slow current rise, a much
bigger peak current, and greater total energy. Only about five in ten million lightning bolts
are superbolts.

Gladology
Late last year US drilling engineers finally blasted their way through the Ross Ice Shelf in
Antarctica to reach the water of the Pacific Ocean under 1380ft of ice. The previous year they
had been thwarted when their rotary drill froze up 300ft from its target. The researchers on
the Ross Ice Shelf Project hired a so-called Browning drill which, fuelled by diesel oil, creates
a supersonic jet of hot gas. This drill took a mere 10 hours to penetrate the Shelf which has
been isolated from the atmosphere and sunlight for thousands, and possibly millions, of
years. Workers are planning to lower TV cameras, and nets and traps, through the lOin hole.
Glaciologists are interested in the history of the Ross Ice Shelf; one theory has it that glacial
'surges' from time to time cause large sections of the mainland ice to slide rapidly into the
ocean and cause marked sea-level changes. Another hypothesis is that the Shelf acts as a brake
on the flow of ice from Marie Byrd Land; if it were to break up suddenly there would be an
increase in the flow of ice from W Antarctica. Under-ice observations may establish whether
or not such changes have occurred. 0 bservations have already shown that the Shelf in the past
has extended hundreds of miles farther out, and has thickened sufficiently to scour the sea
bed, now some 200m beneath the base of the ice.

Among a number of theories of the cause of ice-ages is one recent one that they occur in
batches about once every 500 million years which is the half-period of the motion of the solar
system through the Galaxy. Ice ages, says ProfWilliam McCrea happen when the planets find
themselves in the particularly dusty zones of the Galaxy's spiral arms, something which would
be expected to occur twice in every trip around the Galaxy, and which would interfere with the
pattern of solar radiation falling on the Earth. This hypothesis has now received a new twist in
that the violently explosive stars called supernovae may be involved. Workers from the
Mullard Space Science Laboratory, and the Institute of Lunar and Planetary Science,
Nottingham, claim that there is a 50% chance that the Earth passes close enough to a super
nova explosion each time it goes through a spiral arm for the radiatjon from the explosion to
destroy the Earth's thin protective layer of atmospheric ozone. Removing this layer, they say,
would remove an important part of the Earth's warmth, that derived from the 'greenhouse'
effect to which the layer of ozone contributes.

Physiology
What will seem self-evident to a race of toters of tea-bags and orderers of acqua bollente by the
litro has recently been proven by the physiologists-namely that a hot cuppa inhe best thing
to cool you down. Two Harrow clinicians used infrared thermography to measure human
skin temperatures during the hot summer of 1976. They found that iced drinks cooled you
only around the mouth; tea, however, produced an overall drop in skin temperature of I to
2°C within 9 minutes of drinking. I t took a quarter of an hour to return to normal but their
subjects reported feeling cool and refreshed even after that.

Biology
Penguins typically walk 50 or 60 miles from the sea to their breeding grounds, and have to
make this trek with no sustenance as their food all comes from the sea. To measure how much
energy they consume in the process two US workers fitted specimens of three species with
oxygen masks and set them to walking on a treadmill. They found that the penguins used up
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more energy than other terrestrial birds and similar sized mammals. They explain this fact by
the penguin's inefficient gait-he has to swing his body around at each step because of his very
short legs. Although they are not at risk from predators, the birds often arrive at their
breeding grounds too tired to breed properly.

Space science
Last August and September saw the successful launch of NASA's most ambitious space
venture yet, the rwo Voyager spacecraft whose prime targets are Jupiter and Saturn. Among
other aims the programme calls for close-up observations of the principal moons of each
planet some of which are quite large bodies, comparable to our own Moon and Mercury. The
first Voyager is due to reach Saturn in 1980, the second in 1981. If it achieves its initial objects,
the second Voyager will be directed on to Uranus-and may even go from thence to Neptune
which it would reach about 1990. Instruments aboard the Voyagers include TV cameras and
probes for measuring the fields and particles around the various bodies. PlanetologislS hope
the mission will provide the first comprehensive look at all the first 4 outer planets.

On 10 March last year astronomers discovered that Saturn is not alone among the planets
in having rings around it. Observations as a star passed behind Uranus, the seventh planet,
unexpectedly revealed a series of darkenings and lightenings close to the planet. Subsequently
it turned out that the planet is surrounded by five very dark thin rings. They are only a few km
wide, compared with those ofSaturn which are some tens of thousands of km wide.

Geology •
Chinese scientists announced the discovery of the highest dinosaur remains ever. Excavated at
4200m in the Chamdo region of Tibet, these vertebrae, ribs, limb bones and pieces of skulls
belong to the order of the sauropods-gigantic, herbivorous, quadrapedal dinosaurs with a
long neck and tail, and small head, about 160 to 140 million years in age. Of course the
dinosaurs did not live at that height but were entombed in rocks once tropical and low-lying
which were subsequently uplifted by the movements accompanying the building of the
Himalayas. The discoveries are pan of an ambitious scientific survey of the Tibetan plateau
covering geology, biology, climatology and geomorphology.

Meanwhile, a Soviet palaeontologist has explained the sudden and perplexing dis
appearance of the dinosaurs at the end of the Cretaceous Period as due to-rickets. V.
Eliseyev believes that the warm, humid climate at this time may have leached the soil oflime,
resulting in a calcium shortage for the dinosaurs. He supports his claim from the facts that
many dinosaur eggs had very thin walls, and that many dinosaur skeletons are t,visted, at this
period.

New seismic data obtained along a number of lines extending beneath Tibet have cast
severe doubts on the accepted theory of the building of the Himalayas. This was that the
Indian subcontinent first of all collided with the Asian continent, crumpling up the sediments
deposited in the intervening Tethys sea, to form the Himalayan folds; a second phase then
ensued in which India was thrust right underneath Tibet and forced the mountain ranges to a
great height. The rwo US seismologists who questioned that interpretation say that their
measurements show that the lower part of the Earth's crust below Tibet is molten and there
fore not strong enough to have sustained the uplifting movements.

An even more radical appraisal of Asian tectonics is that of the Indian National Geo
physical Research Institute which has also obtained new seismic data along a line running
from Kashmir, via Nanga Parbat and Qarakol, to Totogul in Central Asia. The geophysicists
conclude that the bounding faults of the Himalayas are tilted far too steeply to be comparible
with the proposed underthrusting. Instead, they are led to believe that rhe real 'seam' where
India became welded on to Asia lies much farther N in Tibet along the S side of the Tien Shan
range. It continues into the Nan Shan range to the E, before turning SW along the Men Shan
thrust zone. This boundary would make the Indian crustal plate at least twice as big.

Drilling results obtained by the celebrated US drill ship Glomal' Challenger in the
Mediterranean Sea have proved conclusively that the deeper basins are underlain by
thousands of feet of salt. The cores won from these sediments now reveal addirional signs
which, the team concerned with the drilling operations argue, can only mean that rhe
MeditelTanean dried out completely, and repetitively, 5i million years ago. It seems that the
depression to which the sea is due was there as a sea-basin over 1500m deep long before the
formation of the salt. This extraordinary event may possibly be tied in with the evolution of
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man a the resulting cooler and drier climate in circum-Mediterranean lands would have
created the African savannahs and hence an environment fit for man.

It is now well established that when a large dam is filled with water quite large earth
quakes may occur as the Earth's cru t adjusts itself to the new conditions. However, it ha
generally been a sumed that the earthquakes are due to the increased stresses in the ern tal
ro ks. Recent observations on the filling of a large Soviet A ian reservoir, however, suggest an
alternative explanation. A researcher from Columbia University' Lamont-Doherty Geo
logical Observatory has been making measurements on the urek Dam on the Vakhsh River,
200 miles N of Afghanistan. He maintains that the increa ed crustal loading mainly serves to
force the rocks together and decrease their porosity; Sudden increases in water pressure, how
ever, lead to penetration, and increased lubrication, of fault planes with a concomitant
increase in earthquake activity. There is already known to be a general connection between
ground-water levels and the incidence of tremors. The answer seems to be to fill reservoirs
very moothly and evenly.

Alpine Cl ub Notes
Meetings of the Alpine Club 1977
25 January

15 February
1 March
29 March
19 April
10 May
20 eptember
11 October
I ovember
29 ovember
5 December

6 December

After Everest: McKinley, Longs Peak, Overlord, Mount Kenya and
Kilimanjaro-Doug SCOl[
K2, the NE ridge-Janusz Onyszkiewicz
Changabang, 2 on the W wall-Peter Boardman andJoe Tasl:.er
With Esl:.imoes, across the sea-ice to Canada-Derek Fordham
First ascent ofTrango Tower-Martin Boysen
Baffin Island-Doug Scott
The British Ogre Expedition-Mo Anthoine and Chri Bonington
25 years in the Alps-TrevorJones
Hard rock-Peter Livesey
Canoeing down the Dudh Kosi-Dr MikeJones
Annual General Meeting followed by Nanda Devi 1936 and 1976-H.
Adam Carter
Annual Dinner

Office Bearers and Committee
Pre ident
Vice Presidents
Hon. Treasurer
Hon. Secretary
Committee

Trustees
Hon. EditorA.j.
Assistant Editor
Business Editor
BM C Trust Trustee
MRC Representative
Hon. Librarian
Mount Everest

Foundation
Hon. Auditors
Hon. Archivist

P. Lloyd, CBE
G. C. Band, M. H. We tmaCOl[
The Hon R. R. E. Chorley
Wg Cdr H. D. Archer, DFC
G. C. Backshall, Mrsj. Carleton, Mis M. Darvall, D. E. Fordham,j. G.
R. Harding, Dr j. S. Milledge, P. B. Scott, W. j. Smith, Prof E. S.
Williams
A. Blackshaw, C. G. Wickham
E. C. Pyatt
T. M. Connor
R. G. Pettigrew
R. A. Hodgkin

ir Jack Longland
R. Lawford
C.J. S. Bonington, Dr C. R. A. Clarke, D. E. Fordham,
Sir Edward Pecl:., M. P. Ward, K. Wilson
F. W. Edwards,j. K. King, the Earl of Limerick
V. S. Risoe
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